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Power Presentation Skills (3 hrs) 
Deliver Powerful Presentations And Wow Your Audience.  

 
Presented By Nishant Kasibhatla  
Trainer, Speaker & Best-Selling Author 
World Record Holder & The Only Grand Master of Memory in Singapore 

 
 
Introduction 
 
Regardless of who you are, your ability to present your ideas to a group of people (peers or seniors) is 
a skill which you must master. Learning how to present with power will increase your confidence, 
make you comfortable with other people and fine tune your communication skills. The workshop 
equips you with all the necessary strategies to maximize your personal effectiveness as a powerful 
presenter. 
 
Workshop Outline 

 
� Eliminate Stage-fear forever 
� Master the structure of Powerful Presentations: Get their attention, Establish a theme, Present a 

structure, Create Rapport, Deliver the message 
� Visual Aids: when and how to use them – Power Point Presentations, Flip charts, White Board, 

Visualizer, Posters  
� Power Point Blunders and why you should avoid them 
� Essential skills of a great presenter: Eye contact, Voice Modulation, Gestures, Humour 
� Learn the secret ingredients of a powerful presentation. 
� Various tools and techniques to source your content 
� Simple steps to ensure your audience engages at the highest level 
 
Training Methodology: 
We employ research-based powerful accelerated learning methods to make the most of the learning 
process. Apart from the most popular 'presentation-discussion' method, highly interactive group 
exercises are employed to bestow the benefits of synergistic learning to the participants.  
 
Internalization: 
The workshop comprises of written exercises, group exercises and games/activities specifically aimed 
at internalization of all concepts taught. 
 
Evaluation 
At the end of the workshop, we shall gather feedback from pupils to assess the effectiveness of the 
workshop for submission to the school. 
 

 

 


